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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to further examine the populist wave that has struck the West, with specific regards to France and Germany. The growing anti-immigrant sentiment, the discontent with “establishment” politics, and fear-mongering tactics has given rise to far-right political parties such as the National Front and the Alternative for Germany. These political parties prove threatening to the democratic institutions in place, for they wish to limit the liberties of those who seem too different. Through delving into the core values of these countries and specific events revolving around foreigners, I explain how xenophobic ideology has been allowed to permeate through France and Germany’s society and has increased the legitimacy of political leaders like Marine Le Pen and Frauke Petry.
CHAPTER ONE: Introduction

Since the word xenophobia has been declared the 2016 Word of the Year, it seems fitting that we start on breaking down its meaning.\(^1\) Being defined as the “fear or hatred of foreigners”, we can analyze the events of 2016 to see the new meaning and heightened sense of Xenophobia throughout the United States and Western Europe.

One major world event that increased the search of the word xenophobia can be the dramatic upsurge in the influx of Syrian refugees to Western countries. For 2016 alone, “one-in-every-two of those crossing the Mediterranean…were Syrians escaping the conflict in their country”.\(^2\) This means that nearly half a million people were fleeing and seeking refuge in other parts of the world, creating a sense of “otherness” wherever they went. Otherness meaning “the quality or state of being perceived or treated as different, foreign, strange, etc.”\(^3\) Usually, in a wave of populist ideals, “others” are often associated as “minorities such as migrants” and supposedly favored by those who are considered the political elite.\(^4\) This idea was reinforced when the general response from the political leaders of the world, from Canada to Germany, was to help those in need throughout this humanitarian crisis.\(^5\)

As the West started to deal with the influx of refugees, the ideas associated with the “others” started to gain momentum. As Thomas Greven suggests, right-wing populism is “based on a definition of the people as culturally homogenous” and the immigrants attempting integration in these western countries threaten the sense of “identity and common interests” of the people.\(^6\) As these immigrants are fleeing from underdeveloped countries that are stricken with violence, it is very easy for Westerners to see themselves as superior. As the West, we can often provide relief, help, or protection with numerous resources at our disposal. However, this also leads to an intensified belief in ethnocentrism amongst Westerners, which is believed to further “the xenophobic positioning against ‘the other’”.\(^7\) With ethnocentrism, xenophobic ideology is much easier to incite. Some examples can be seen in the rise and acceptance of Donald Trump in the United States. In his initial announcement for the U.S. presidency, Trump claimed that “When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best…They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists”.\(^8\) Furthermore, Trump called “for a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States”.\(^9\) Such statements indicate little foresight or understanding of the “others”, as well as little to no willingness to comprehend or attempt further familiarization with the “others”. These comments prove to quickly alienate the “others”, and make a good portion


\(^7\) Ibid.


of Americans feel as if they are superior to these minorities. Donald Trump’s comments are a clear example of how perpetuating ethnocentrism leads to xenophobic sentiments. Notably, the word searches for xenophobia saw a dramatic spike the day after the U.S. presidential election.\(^\text{10}\)

Another example from the West that has added to the upsurge in interest xenophobia is the United Kingdom’s referendum on exiting the European Union. A leading figure in promoting the idea of ‘Brexit’ was Nigel Farage. While Nigel Farage has been a long-time advocate for the United Kingdom to leave the European Union, he credits the success of Brexit on the issues of immigration. Claiming that he no longer heard English voices on the streets anymore, Farage insisted that “their quality of life [was] deteriorating due to mass migration”.\(^\text{11}\) The sense and alienation of the “others” is quite clear and transparent here. The suggestion that the quality of life in the United Kingdom was declining due to migrants alone shows the explicit xenophobia being planted and bolstered amongst the British citizens. Not only does such rhetoric give rise to further divisions, but also to “intolerant political discourses focusing on immigration” which “contribute[s] to an increase in xenophobic sentiment”.\(^\text{12}\) Clearly, this rhetoric and ideology worked as the United Kingdom officially voted to exit the European Union in June 2016.\(^\text{13}\) Just


like Donald Trump’s election, Brexit caused a notable rise in searches for the word *xenophobia* the day after.

A meaningful event that occurred within 2016 was France’s attempt in passing legislation that banned Burkinis. This move appeared to be in response “to [the] growing terror concerns and heightened tensions after a series of terror attacks” in France.\(^\text{14}\) Overall, this response seems to be symptomatic of the Islamophobia being perpetuated by far-right political actors, such as Marine Le Pen and the National Front. While Le Pen called the Burkini “one of the multiple symptoms of the rise of fundamentalist Islam in France”, former French President Sarkozy vowed to enforce all burqa and burkini bans as France’s “identity is under threat when [they] accept an immigration policy that makes no sense”.\(^\text{15}\) Again, here we see the division that was created between “the others” and the citizens of a country, as well as the idea that our identities are at risk when immigrants or migrants enter a Western country.

Western Europe and the United States are often hailed as the shining pearls of democracy and are proud to reference their progressive advances over the years. Whether it’s the implementation of universal health care, legalization of same sex marriage, protecting a women’s right to choose, or setting up a plan to combat climate change, these Western superpowers hold the image of working every day to expand upon people’s rights, and definitely not restricting them. However, what can be said when these Western powers fall into the hands of a populist wave full

---


of xenophobic ideology? Do these nations only work to protect its citizens and not incoming outsiders who want to become residents or are seeking asylum?

2016 has given rise to a number of populist and extremist political actors that threaten the liberal democracy the West has worked so incredibly hard to establish. From overcoming various obstacles such as racial segregation in the United States and anti-Semitism in Europe, the West has undeniably had its dark days. Yet the growing acceptance of such hateful ideology looms in the horizon to threaten the liberal democracies in the West.

Specifically, this study will further examine two different cases within Western Europe: France and Germany. While France faces presidential elections in 2017, Marine Le Pen and the National Front’s anti-immigrant and outwardly xenophobic rhetoric threatens France’s beliefs in “Liberté, égalité” and “fraternité”. 16 At the same time, the emergence of Frauke Petry and the Alternative for Germany has given Germany an avenue to express hateful, divisive, and bigoted ideas that proves immensely alarming when looking at their nation’s past. Within my research, I delve into how the prolonged alienation of “the others”, their method of intensifying the fear brought on by terrorist attacks or immigrant crimes, and the reinforcement of the apprehension felt by the public towards their government has given these far-right political parties an opening in advancing their xenophobic agendas.

---

CHAPTER TWO: THE REFUGEE CRISIS

Immigration, an extremely serious and controversial issue, has allowed for xenophobic rhetoric to permeate through Western Europe’s society. The world has seen the issue of immigration gradually worsen and take on a bigger role as the situation in Syria and its neighboring countries continue to unravel. For years, millions of North Africans and Middle Easterners have been making their way to Europe, however an extremely dramatic increase of immigration was seen starting in January 2015. It was at this time that the number of refugees dramatically increased. The groups of migrants came from all different backgrounds, but mostly all are of Syrian, Afghan, and Iraqi descent. The refugee crisis has brought out the best and the worst in various European nations. While some have stepped up to the challenge, others have rejected many possible compromises and plans to help with the redistribution of migrants. A reason for such tumultuous reactions could be the European Union’s lack of specific policy to deal with what they would consider: “irregular immigration” which is defined as “a person who comes to the EU without a proper visa or permit or who overstays their visa.”

Two countries that have dealt with the refugee crisis with sharp contrasts amongst them are Germany and France. From my analysis, we will find that there is a great distinction in the style of integration and implementation of refugees, with Germany taking on a bigger burden of the crisis. In addition, pushback and backlash from citizens of both countries are proving to be

---

obstacles in the mission to aid those in need which has allowed the rise of xenophobic values to spread.

FRANCE

While a mass amount of immigrants and refugees are fleeing to resettle in Germany, many have avoided finding refuge in France.\textsuperscript{20} There are a number of reasons that France has proved to be an inhospitable place for refugees. Excessive red tape, lack of adequate housing, prolonged unemployment, hollow promises, and the growing acceptance xenophobic rhetoric are some of the reasons why refugees are trying their best to steer clear of France.\textsuperscript{21}

The emergence of new regulations and rules appear disheartening for their purpose is to delay and prevent anything from getting done. The red tape issues prove controversial because this is what has delayed refugee papers to be processed. With a usual wait time of nine months to two years, France’s immigration office “has vowed” a wait time of 15 days that would secure refugee’s residency status. The process, however, has not proved to be that simple.\textsuperscript{22} This is then added to the list of empty promises made by French officials; sitting next to the promise of allowing family members of these refugees to join those in France already. There is also the fact there is a lessened availability of employment opportunities for the incoming refugees. With an unemployment rate of 10.5%, unemployment amongst the new settlers is prominent.\textsuperscript{23} Amidst these obstacles, it appears there are few chances for refugees to actually secure a job and start a  

\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.
new life where they can support themselves. With such circumstances, these asylum seekers are growing restless.

In addition, the housing conditions offered to refugees in France are horrid. At one point, approximately 30,000 beds were made available for 60,000 possible refugees.\textsuperscript{24} This raises issues of overcrowding and the creation of makeshift camps, such as the one that sprung up in Calais, France, which sits near the border to Britain. About 1,000 migrants inhabited that area, which grew concern from French and British officials. In fact, some French official claimed that these living proved to be “undignified conditions and give Calais an image that isn’t dignified either”.\textsuperscript{25} Eventually, French officials decided the solution to these “undignified conditions” was to completely demolish the makeshift camp housing around 1,000 individuals. The French government has claimed a “relocation of migrants to reception centers”, but specific details of these plans are hard to find.\textsuperscript{26} The neglect and slow pace to respond and fix immigration issues display not only the government’s inefficiency in dealing with these issues, but also the level of priority these immigrants have.

Another sensitive topic that adds to the unappealing French environment is its atmosphere itself. France’s stance towards newcomers is that they should quickly assimilate into the French culture. The sooner they assimilate, the sooner will they be accepted into the French society. A true testament to such beliefs can be seen through the French government’s implementation of bans on burqas and foulards. Such outerwear was so foreign and so symbolic of the “others” that

\begin{footnotes}
\item[24] Ibid.
\end{footnotes}
it was perceived as something that could not and would not be part of the French culture. Thus, laws and legislation to ban the religious apparel were implemented. Though France claimed that this was in line with their standard of laïcité, many saw this as discrimination since French individuals are allowed to wear small rosaries in school or at work. The French government walks a dangerous path through this implemented legislation for it can be, and has been, used to help bolster radicalization efforts by extremist groups. Extremist groups have been able to garner support and increase their following by exclaiming that France is stripping people of “their roots”, and unfortunately this has proven successful in some individuals embracing extreme jihadist ideals.  

However, the actions and reactions of the French government proves to be in line with their traditional ideology and culture.

France has been known to follow citizenship guidelines based off *jus soli*, or right of soil. If you are born in the country, then you shall enjoy and reap all the benefits of being a French citizen. As Roger Brubaker states “the unique expansiveness of citizenship law provoked a strong campaign to restrict immigrants’ access to citizenship”.

So while some nations (like Germany) may have laxer laws or regulations surrounding their citizenship, the French holds strong convictions in protecting their citizenship based of the premise of *jus soli*. This is not to look down upon France or denounce their way of life, but rather give further insight as to why these refugees will always face a hard time settling in a nation like France. For the French, the rite of passage comes from being born in the nation, and they take great pride in protecting and upholding such traditions. While this helps to explain why the French holds strong apprehension in foreigners settling into their nation, France does hold a formal process for expediting

---

27 Ibid.

citizenship/naturalization to refugees. The system in place grants citizenship to refugees (bypassing the usual five year waiting period) as long as the refugee displays “good moral conduct and behavior”, no criminal record, demonstration that he/she has integrated into “French society”, and that they hold “sufficient knowledge of the French language, history, culture, and values”.  

While the system holds these requirements to grant citizenship to their refugees, there is no real mention of how a refugee’s level of integration into society or knowledge is measured. Additionally, the system implemented was created to help a few asylum seekers at a time, not 20,000. The refugee crisis has caused France to be “overwhelmed, belatedly scrambling to plug the gaping holes in their asylum system and contain what has become a full-blown humanitarian emergency”.  

Lastly, the rise and growth of xenophobic ideals has contributed to France’s inhospitable environment for incoming refugees, specifically fostered by the political party, the National Front. Their political activity and extremely xenophobic rhetoric caught the United Nation’s attention. In fact, the United Nations formally addressed the rise of such aggressive activity by asserting how they are “concerned by the recrudescence of hate and xenophobic speech in certain political circles”. This was in response to the changing demeanor and attitudes towards

---


minorities, such as incoming refugees and the Muslim current population in the country. After the Charlie Hebdo and the Paris attacks both in the same year, anti-immigration sentiments have skyrocketed. The National Front managed to feed off these sentiments, further fuel its xenophobic ideals, and win the first round of regional elections in nearly half of France’s regions.\textsuperscript{32} This proved evident of the growing resistance to France taking in more refugees. Even though they have only permitted entry to a small number of refugees (at least when compared to Germany and Sweden), the anti-refugee sentiment has manifested itself into an immensely strong and influential factor that the National Front has been taking advantage of. Additionally, such gains for the National Front have proved monumental because they have never held leadership in any French region in the past.\textsuperscript{33} Their success at the polls helps to fuel their desire to pursue further victories and help push their agenda.

Overall, the issue of immigration and the specific event of the Refugee Crisis, has highlighted France’s resistant stance in accommodating incoming refugees, and has given an opening for xenophobic ideals to thrive.

**GERMANY**

Germany has indeed proven to have a tremendously different approach concerning immigration, specifically with the refugee crisis. Reasons why Germany is often most preferable to refugees include: Angela Merkel’s initial welcoming stance, the amount of job opportunities,


\textsuperscript{33} Ibid.
and adequate accommodations for housing. It is obviously one of the most popular European destinations for refugees, as they have managed to accommodate over 1 million refugees.

To begin, Angela Merkel has been a determinant factor in the number of refugees making their way into Germany. She has made public comments where she claimed that Europe has a duty to help with this humanitarian crisis, and that Germany will lead the way.\(^{34}\) Merkel has made her welcoming stance extremely public, and it has made waves over various audiences. As a result, thousands of refugees have flocked to Germany due to this attitude given off by the Chancellor. However, many critics have also come out against Angel Merkel, claiming that this move is a big mistake. Specifically, Chancellor Merkel’s welcoming stance gave rise to a political party that is currently surpassing her party at the polls. To her benefit though, Germany’s economy has the capacity for these high numbers of incoming refugees and could greatly benefit. Chancellor Merkel and German Labor Minister have claimed that profit is possible, and that immigration is needed.\(^{35}\) Their economy has the capacity to integrate a reasonable amount of refugees, for there are job opportunities readily available. Another reason for the welcoming stance towards refugees comes down to German demographics. While most of the population in Germany lies in the older-age bracket, they also hold a low birth-rate. This illustrates a shrinking population every day that passes. Thus, their workforce has plenty of positions opening up every day, which refugees can eagerly fill.\(^{36}\)


\(^{36}\) Ibid.
When it concerns housing accommodations, Germany has specifically allocated money for the constructions of homes annually, and for the upkeep of current housing situations. Currently, refugees are placed in shelters, apartment buildings (sometimes referred to as the “projects”), airports, and other available facilities. Though there are concerns for the need of more housing, the fact that Germany has already specified funds for the amount of homes that need to be built each year shows incredible foresight. They are anticipating more refugees making their way to Germany in the years to come and are preparing themselves for such.

At first, Germany seemed appealing to refugees for culture and traditions seemed to be a factor that was less scrutinized in comparison to France. Unlike France’s social attitude, the questioning and criticism of refugees and their culture seemed minimal. Initially, refugees were just allowed to do their own thing and went about their lifestyles as they pleased. This attitude gradually evolved as more refugees started to make their way to Germany. This then called the question about isolation, and the possibility of assimilation never happening. However, as time went on, behavioral challenges came up. For instance, evidence to this can be seen by the attack of many women in Cologne, Germany at a New Year’s Eve celebration, where reports described

---

the perpetrators as "Arabs of North African” origin. After this situation, tremendous backlash grew against the integration of refugees; many claiming that integration isn’t possible and that immigration should be halted. From these issues, some Germans took it upon themselves to attempt educating the refugees on acceptable cultural behavior. Individuals circulated online brochure in attempts to help refugees through the culture shock they were experiencing and facilitate adapting to the German way of life. These actions display the division in sentiments amongst the German citizens themselves, from wanting to halt immigration entirely to wanting to help those present in Germany to assimilate.

Another important aspect that truly highlights the differences between France and Germany can also be found in their history. While France has long followed jus soli in matters regarding citizenship, Germany has followed jus sanguinis, or right of blood. So many German citizens today are only citizens because they had ancestors before them who were born in the country. For Germans, the ties to their country are traced through their blood, and not from where they were born. Brubaker sheds further light by claiming that Germany “has acknowledged the anomaly of settlers without citizenship and [have] eased naturalization rules...” This insight leads us to further understand why Germany has had (at least initially) a much more “welcoming” or “approachable” presence and reputation in matters regarding these incoming

41 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
refugees. Their system in place allowed those who were literal foreigners to Germany, with ties through relatives, to become citizens. Specifically, the process by which refugees go through to become residents or citizens is called “discretionary naturalization”. A refugee has the ability “to obtain citizenship after six years of legal residence”, as opposed to the usual eight year waiting period, if they meet a variety of requirements such as: possessing no criminal record, attaining “adequate German-language skills”, “knowledge of the legal and social systems”, and a couple more. Like in France, there are no real tools for how a refugee’s knowledge or integration is measured, and this proves even more alarming knowing that there is an overwhelming amount of refugees entering the system at the moment.

Though a lot of progress has been made by Germany concerning the refugee crisis along with the integration of these individuals, a lot of pushback and resentful sentiment has been equally growing. For example, an arson attack to a hotel serving as a refugee center in Bautzen shows the actual manifestation of these resentful sentiments. News outlets in Germany claim that attacks like this have become “increasingly common”. Similar to France where the anti-immigration sentiment strengthened the National Front’s party, the German political party of an Alternative for Germany has recently come into newfound popularity and success. In the first round elections, they managed to defeated Angela Merkel in two out of three states that held

---

46 Ibid.
48 Ibid.
elections. Their party leader, Frauke Petry has made herself well known by making extreme and provocative comments to the public and media. The rapid increase in the popularity of a political party that was hardly on the political radar in the past is illustrative of how the ongoing issues of immigration and refugees have helped further exacerbate xenophobic ideology. Furthermore, such issues have also produced a growing acceptance of these values being pushed by new players in the political world, such as Frauke Petry.

Since the current Chancellor is in real jeopardy of losing her seat, Angela Merkel has addressed her citizens and “has admitted that her approach to the refugee crisis is hurting Germany in the short term”. However, she claims that she will continue on with her proposed plans concerning the refugee crisis. She is also asking for Europe to step up as united front to be able to find a solution to the crisis that will not prove detrimental to the countries that take on a bigger burden.

Undoubtedly, the fact that Germany has accommodated over one million refugees displays their pivotal role in this refugee crisis. While Germany has allocated funds for housing, attempted educating refugees on German culture, and holds plenty of job opportunities, citizens in Germany are unhappy. Resentment and dissatisfaction is growing, and pushback is starting to trump Angela Merkel’s humanitarian goals. The Alternative for Germany is gaining momentum, and attacks against refugees are occurring so often, it is being considered common. It is clear that Angela Merkel faces a difficult road, but also that she needs to make some important decisions.

---

51 Ibid.
and alterations to future legislation concerning refugees and her citizens. Brubaker has given a clear insight into the background of Germany and why their ideals of *jus sanguinis* has helped Germany be the welcoming country that it is today.

On the other hand, there’s France. Its style of integration that includes the wait time for processing applications, housing accommodations, prolonged unemployment, red tape legislation, and strict culture laws has helped create their unappealing environment to refugees. While the refugee crisis and terrorist attacks have caused a surge in momentum and popularity for the National Front, we now face the question: “can they sustain such momentum until the presidential election?” Any further refugee or minority implications could further advance the agendas of jihadist organizations, and that is something France should prioritize. Furthermore, this is a time when France’s history of long standing traditions will be put up to the test and will be constantly challenged.

Overall, the issue of immigration has displayed Germany and France’s weak and strong points, while also providing an opening for xenophobic parties to gain success and popularity. Additionally, the fact the European Union cannot seem to pass legislation to cohesively ameliorate the situation also adds to the increased success of these political parties. These political parties reassure their followers by giving them an actual plan to tackle these issues in their home countries, and make the European Union look limited in decision making in comparison. The recent Refugee Crisis has only exacerbated these sentiments, and home citizens are growing more and more resistant to accepting outsiders. The National Front and the Alternative for Germany have been able to feed off this momentum, garnering increased support, and posing a real challenge at the polls. Now that Brexit is happening and Donald Trump has
been elected President of the United States, the chances of Marine Le Pen and Frauke Petry ascending to higher office in their respective countries are very real.
CHAPTER THREE: FAR-RIGHT LEADERSHIP

The National Front is France’s far-right conservative political party that centers its platform around French nationalism, protectionist regulations for trade, islamophobia, and anti-immigration. The National Front has never sent a candidate to the presidency, but has been around enough to acquire seats in various regions of France. While the party has undergone some serious restructuring, it has done so under the leadership of Marine Le Pen. She has truly become an important figure in French politics and continues to take her party to new heights. The National Front has achieved newfound success at the polls and after the election of Donald Trump in the United States, Marine Le Pen believes she has a real chance of becoming France’s next President. What is interesting about the National Front and Marine Le Pen’s convictions is that they are not against various social and progressive advances that have been made around the West. In fact, Marine Le Pen is described as “a pro-choice, gay-friendly, economically interventionist, with a populist streak”.\textsuperscript{52} The National Front has been able to advance its political agenda by the opening left behind when terrorism strikes in France or any European Union country. Along with Terrorism is the issue of immigration, which the Front National is strongly against. These are the matters that have allowed Marine Le Pen and the National Front to increase their credibility and popularity amongst France’s population.

To begin to analyze how Marine Le Pen came to be such a prominent political figure in France, we can begin by looking at the National Front’s history. Around the early 1970’s, the National Front entered the political party arena and was led by Jean-Marie Le Pen. Often referred to as “\textit{le diable}” by the French press and media, Jean-Marie Le Pen held controversial and highly

nationalistic views that his party championed. He believed in “limiting immigration” and even went as far as calling the Nazi gas chambers of the Holocaust “a detail of World War Two”. He certainly attempted every avenue to spread and increase the acceptance of xenophobic rhetoric amongst France’s population, but did so at the National Front’s expense. In 1995, the National Front did well in mayoral elections in “Toulon, Orange, Marignane” and in Nice, where a National Front candidate was elected mayor. Their momentum was so strong that Jean-Marie Le Pen even qualified as a candidate in the first round of presidential elections in 2002. However, as Jean-Marie Le Pen continued with his controversial behavior, the success and image of his party dwindled. In fact, since France has laws in place against the denial of the Holocaust, Jean-Marie Le Pen was charged with various fines and faced suspension. Clearly, Jean-Marie was hurting the National Front’s image by spewing such hateful and extremely xenophobic rhetoric and reform was needed if the party hoped to ascend in the polls again. This is exactly what set the stage for Marine Le Pen to step in.

In an effort to reform her party and bring it to the front lines of France’s politics, Marine had a strategy to “de-demonize” the National Front. In order to “de-demonize” her party, Marine had to demonize others. This, in fact, is a very common tactic for rightwing populism across the world. The concept of “us versus them” and the constant scapegoating of “others” helps drive the success of these political parties. With the growing success and continued efforts of

globalization, Marine Le Pen has been able to successfully implement this ideology to her party’s advantage. In France’s case, the “others” are “minorities such as migrants, which are supposedly favored by the (corrupt) elites”. With the ongoing influx of immigrants seeking refuge in the European Union, the current leaders in power have been undoubtedly public in their commitment to helping the “others” who are seeking asylum. In 2015, current French President François Hollande announced that France would take in 24,000 refugees over a two-year period. This only added fuel to Marine Le Pen’s momentum, insisting that “mass immigration and multiculturalism are the children of the EU.” The fear striking France that these immigrants are stripping their country of its culture and taking their jobs and furthering terrorist attacks comes from the fact that many actually believe there are too many immigrants in the country. Without ever citing any real statistics or numbers, Marine Le Pen has been able to incite fear and worry amongst her followers. In fact, due to the German Marshall Fund of the United States, a survey found that in France when citizens were asked if there were too many immigrants in their country without given an actual percentage, the citizen was most likely to answer “yes”. However, when a respondent was given an actual percentage of the number of

immigrants in their country, the number of people responding “yes” was nearly cut in half: 29% to 15%. ⁶⁰ From these numbers, one can infer that inciting fear is definitely a successful tactic when the general public is misinformed.

As noted earlier, the National Front’s image was salvaged by Marine Le Pen after her father constantly made outlandish and contentious comments. An interesting move by Marine Le Pen during this presidential election is her decision to move forward campaigning by dropping her last name on campaign materials and propaganda. Her official campaign website is “Marine2017.fr” and other campaign materials similarly display “Marine2017” as well.⁶¹ This move shows an attempt by Marine Le Pen to distance herself from the Le Pen name, for it is commonly associated with hateful, fear-mongering, and xenophobic rhetoric. However, Marine Le Pen appears to show very little room for distancing herself from the same controversy that her father brought to the party. For instance, in 2010 Marine Le Pen compared Muslims praying in the streets to the Nazi occupation. Such comments have led her to go to court in Lyon on the charges “of inciting racial hatred”.⁶² So while Marine Le Pen has set out on a quest to “de-demonize” the National Front “and distance” the party and herself “from accusations of racism and anti-Semitism”, it seems the party’s focus has now shifted to attacking Muslims.⁶³ Her efforts to reform the party have come a long way, but the party and the Le Pen’s still have an xenophobic image attached.

Another method that Marine Le Pen has been able to utilize is the idea that she represents an “anti-establishment” or unconventional alternative compared to those who currently hold

⁶⁰ Ibid, 9.
⁶³ Ibid.
office. This new wave of populism is centered against the “political class, elite, [or] establishment” as populist leaders, like Marine Le Pen, who vouch to be “the sole authentic voice” for “the people”. 64 This appeal pushes the concept that “citizens have been shut out of power by corrupt politicians and an unrepresented elite”. 65 Examples of Marine Le Pen using this appeal can be seen through the various speeches she gives, but specifically one in Frejus, France in September 2016. Marine Le Pen keeps referencing “le peuple” or “the people” that have been left “defenseless in the face of economic liberalism and multiculturalism imposed from abroad” and stresses the idea that people have to rally against the elite to change this. 66 Moreover, Marine Le Pen has carried the focus of “the people” and has incorporated it into her campaign slogan, “au nom du peuple” which translates into “for the people”. 67 This slogan illustrates Marine Le Pen’s attempt of to paint herself as the “direct voice of the people”, and has successfully used this appeal of “constructing an ‘us versus them’” to create a social divide that has helped her momentum. 68 Additionally, many world leaders reacted to the American election results where Marine Le Pen seemed to display great satisfaction with Donald Trump winning the presidency. In fact, on an interview with BBC, Marine Le Pen called Donald Trump’s

election a “victory of the people against the elite” and gave claim that such results could make her chances at the French presidency much more possible.  

Overall, Marine Le Pen has managed to win over voters who appear “frustrated by government impotence in dealing with a perceived influx of immigrants, frightened by terrorist threats and thoroughly disgusted with conventional politics”. While she has attempted to take the National Front’s image in a friendlier and more approachable direction, her comments against Muslims and her aggressive stance against immigration illustrates the same xenophobic patterns seen in Jean-Marie’s National Front. Regardless, her leadership has proven successful in a time where pushback against various progressive issues across the West are at an all-time high. Marine Le Pen has been able to master her “personal charisma…in attracting supporters” which has been critical as the presidential primaries and elections in France are approaching. In fact, the upset defeat of former President Sarkozy in the preliminary primaries of the French republican party places Marine Le Pen in a relatively favorable position. Many critics have doubted Marine Le Pen’s ability to become France’s next president, but after the referendum in favor of Brexit and the election of Donald Trump in the United States, the impossible proves possible.

---

GERMANY

Germany has often stayed away from promoting ideals of German nationalism due to their highly controversial history, but the populist wave has certainly struck Germany as well. A relatively new party has emerged, the Alternative for Germany. This political party was founded in 2013 and based most of its platform on Euroscepticism, which is a strong movement in opposition of the European Union. As time progressed and issues with immigration and terrorism exacerbated across Western Europe, this political party started to shift its focus. As a result, it currently holds a very xenophobic and nationalistic stance, and has recently gained newfound success with Frauke Petry. As Germany has taken a major role in the Refugee Crisis by accepting more than one million migrants, many German citizens have grown discontent with current Chancellor Angela Merkel.\textsuperscript{71} Though Germany possesses a strong economy and the capacity for these refugees, the growing resistance to the Chancellor’s decision has given Frauke Petry and the Alternative for Germany an opening to expand their populist ideology and advance their xenophobic agenda. Through similar tactics to Marine Le Pen in France, Frauke Petry has utilized party reform, anti-establishment stances, and fear mongering tactics, to help better position the Alternative for Germany for success at the polls.

As mentioned earlier, the Alternative for Germany came in to the public spectrum in the year 2013. As Europe was recovering from the sovereign debt crisis of 2009, the Alternative for Germany emerged championing against the European Union.\textsuperscript{72} At the time, this political party


called “for the dissolution of the euro” and “tap[ped] into growing German discontent over the costs of bailing out southern Europe”. While this was the focus of the party, the growing anti-immigrant and anti-Islam sentiments allowed Frauke Petry to unseat the former chairperson, Bernd Lucke. After he announced his departure from the party, he also acknowledged the party’s shift in ideology and “condemned the party’s turn to xenophobia and populism”. Moreover, as the refugee crisis started to further unravel, Chancellor Angela Merkel announced her desire “to keep Germany and Europe open to welcome legitimate asylum seekers in common humanity”. Frauke Petry credits this announcement for the Alternative for Germany’s rise in popularity, and in fact refers to herself and the rest of the members of the party as “Merkel’s children”. The rise of anti-immigrant and anti-Islamic beliefs have been able to further the Alternative for Germany’s rise to power, but also their party leadership has proven themselves as a legitimate competitor to Chancellor Merkel and her political party, the Christian Democratic Union of Germany. It is evident that the reach of the Alternative for Germany ranges far for they have been able to “attract swing voters from all political parties”, “mobilize traditional non-

voters”, and even spark the interests of those who are considered “poorly skilled and educated”. In certain regional elections across Germany this year, the Alternative for Germany managed to surpass the Christian Democratic Union. A specific example can be seen by taking a further look at the region of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, which is Chancellor Merkel’s home district. The Alternative for Germany earned 20.9% of the vote, putting it in second place, while the Christian Democratic Union received 19% of the vote. While both the Alternative for Germany and the Christian Democratic Union didn’t place first, the results were surprising yet reconfirming of the growing acceptance of xenophobic and populist ideologies. Beyond this region, the Alternative for Germany did exceedingly well and now holds representatives in nine different state parliaments.

So while the shift in the Alternative for Germany’s party platform was instrumental in their newfound success and popularity, Frauke Petry’s leadership has been an essential key as well. Similar to Marine Le Pen and the National Front, Frauke Petry has utilized an anti-establishment stance to further garner support and position herself as a champion of the people. With such success at the polls, Frauke Petry’s mandate to achieve new heights has advanced and even exclaimed that the results at the polls were a sign that “the people no longer trust the old establishment parties". In fact, Frauke Petry directly challenged “the establishment” when she publically called for Chancellor Angela Merkel to step down at a public rally in Hanover.
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One can say that Frauke Petry has managed to authenticate the cleavages between her following and those who are currently in power. Frauke Petry seeks to show her supporters that she holds “solutions to break the elite’s hold on power” by constantly illustrating the divide between herself and other politicians. In some regards, Frauke Petry is able to better take advantage of the anti-establishment position because she “has come late to politics and relishes her outsider status”. She has been able to emphasize and capitalize on the divide between the “political elite” and herself by conveying to her followers that they are “treated as a manipulable mass rather than a reasoning public” by the current government. Additionally, with the growing triumph of the Alternative for Germany, Petry has claimed that it is now their “responsibility to make politics for the people”. This again exhibits the concentration of the populist movement, and what has allowed these outwardly xenophobic parties to progress. The Alternative for Germany has been successful in rallying people and empowering them to strive for a political transformation by emphasizing their anti-establishment role, but also by instilling fear in their followers.

Similar to Marine Le Pen, Frauke Petry was quick to congratulate Donald Trump in winning the U.S. Presidential Election and stated that “Americans have chosen a new beginning

---

free of corruption and sleaze. This is a historic chance.”\textsuperscript{86} Both Petry and Le Pen praising
Trump’s victory and making references to the “elite” and the “corrupt” display how they are all
in alignment in ideology and looking for one another’s success. Moreover, both Petry and Le Pen
have made claims of how Trump’s victory abroad could signify great achievements for their own
parties at home.

The fact that Germany accepted over one million refugees is a huge catalyst for the
Alternative for Germany’s rise to power. While there has long been resistance for a German
nationalistic party to enter the stage, the Alternative for Germany was able to capture an
audience by playing off the growing anti-immigrant sentiments. Such sentiments can be
portrayed by looking at immigration surveys conducted by the German Marshall Fund of the
United States. The most recent numbers provided come from the year 2014, and in that year 51%
of German citizens disapproved of the government’s handling of immigration. \textsuperscript{87} Additionally,
51% of German citizens responded positively about having concerns about immigration from
outside the European Union.\textsuperscript{88} These numbers certainly display the uneasiness Germans had in
their government and in the grand influx of refugees. This has allowed the Alternative for
Germany and Frauke Petry to instill fear amongst their followers. While “stopping the flow of
refugees” has been an important pillar in Frauke Petry’s platform, there has also been a shift in

\textsuperscript{86} Petry, Frauke. "Die Amerikaner Haben Sich Für Den Politischen Neuanfang Und Gegen
Filz/Korruption Entschieden - Diese Chance Ist Historisch.#Trump *." Twitter. November 09,
\textsuperscript{87} "TRANSATLANTIC TRENDS: MOBILITY, MIGRATION AND INTEGRATION." The German Marshall
www.gmfus.org/file/3482/download.
\textsuperscript{88} Ibid, 39.
“stopping the “Islamification” of Germany”. Her xenophobic ideology is clearly displayed when she asserts that “Islam does not belong in Germany” and suggests the usage of “firearms if necessary…to prevent illegal border crossings” by those seeking asylum. Petry’s “insults and daily islamophobia” as well as the usage of “the refugee crisis to foment a propaganda of fear” is believed to be linked to an upsurge in violence against migrants. The German Interior Ministry recorded “a large increase in the broader category of ‘hate crimes’”: from 5,858 in 2015 to 10, 373 in 2016. In this case, Frauke Petry’s fear tactics have created a hostile and dangerous environment for refugees and have legitimately highlighted the flourishing xenophobia in Germany.

In a country with such an ignominious and contemptible history, the rise and growing success of Frauke Petry and the Alternative for Germany illuminates the danger present in the dispersion of xenophobic dialogue.

---
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CHAPTER 4: TERRORISM IN FRANCE

Unfortunately, the rise of ISIS has certainly allowed political actors such as the National Front and Marine Le Pen to further their credibility. While France has committed to admitting only 30,000 refugees over the next two years, the rate of terrorist activities has definitely increased over recent years. With the increase of terrorist activity, the National Front and Marine Le Pen have seized the opportunity to advance their fear tactics and xenophobic rhetoric. After each terrorist attack that has occurred, the National Front has received higher favorable ratings at the polls. This has encouraged Marine Le Pen to continue using the same strategy surrounding her campaign.

In a survey taken by Sputnik Polls in February 2016, French citizens were asked this question: Would you say that the presence of refugees from Africa and the Middle East in France is a significant cause of delinquency? Only 8% responded with “I don’t know”, 28% said “No”, while 64% claimed “Yes”. These results display how apprehensive the general French population feels in regards to refugees in their country, which can easily explain why xenophobic rhetoric spewed by Marine Le Pen and the National Front is proving effective. Additionally, this can also be the reason why Marine Le Pen has never missed an opportunity to make a statement in the aftermath of a terrorist attack in France.

---

After the Charlie Hebdo attacks in January 2015 where 11 satirical artists and one police officer were shot to death, Marine Le Pen issued a public statement where she made various references to Islam being a “murderous ideology” and how “this attack” must “free [the] speech about Islamic fundamentalism”. Additionally, Le Pen claimed that “this [was] a terrorist attack carried out in the name of radical Islam”. Furthermore, when trying to access Marine Le Pen’s speech on YouTube, the site itself gives a notice that “the YouTube community” found this video “potentially inappropriate”. A warning like this depicts the rhetoric being used as decisive and controversial. Moreover, when Marine Le Pen’s speech is compared to Prime Minister Manuel Valls’s speech, there is a clear and sharp contrast displayed. In fact, in a study dedicated to “decoding Marine Le Pen’s rhetoric” by Stanford University researchers, it was found that Le Pen’s speech was heavily centered on “Islamism, fundamentalism” and constantly used words such as “radical, terrorist, fundamentalist” and “jihadist”. Also, Le Pen does not make a clear distinction amongst terrorists and the immigrants, but rather seems to guilt them all by association. In comparison, Prime Minister Manuel Valls’s speech “puts forward the unity of the nation”, and emphasizes the French values of “laïcité, liberté” and “démocratie”. In direct
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contrast to Le Pen’s “network of guilt by association”, Prime Minister Manuel Valls “mentions the attackers but does not confuse them with immigration or Islam at large”.  

In November 2015, the terrorist attack that left 130 people dead and a total of 352 injured proved to be a pivotal event for the National Front and Marine Le Pen. Such as Marine Le Pen issued a statement after the Charlie Hebdo attacks, she did the same for the Paris Attacks of November. Within this speech, Le Pen’s discourse and specific diction appeared to be significantly more audacious and had a clear intention of furthering the fear the French citizens felt after the attack, as opposed to emphasizing unity and strength. Identical to how Donald Trump vowed to “make America great again”, Marine claimed that she would make France safe again because at the moment “France and the French [were] no longer safe”. Marine even stated that France has to “determine who are its allies and who are its enemies” and went as far as accusing “unnamed countries of having benevolent relationships with radical Islam and ambiguous ties with terrorist groups”. From this statement, she set up the idea that France has unsafe relationships with certain countries, giving her supporters another thing to worry about and foster their suspicion towards the government’s credibility. The rhetoric used here surely has positive waves on Marine’s followers for already 52% of French citizens claim to disapprove of their own government. Marine Le Pen also called for France to “ban Islamist organizations, close radical mosques, and kick out foreigners who are preaching hatred…as well as illegal
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immigrants who have nothing to do” in France. Again, Marine Le Pen extends the idea of “guilt by association” by declaring that “people who are members of Islamist movements and who have dual citizenship…should have their French citizenship taken away and should be banned from French territory”. 104 From these comments, one can witness the extreme turn Marine Le Pen’s rhetoric has taken. She has now become more forward and direct in her xenophobic tone and demands, and it seems that the French people are gradually becoming more accepting of such rhetoric being used. In fact, after the November Paris attacks the National Front did exceptionally well in regional elections the month after. While they were only the first round of regional elections, “the exit polls…predicted that the FN had won 30.8% of the vote” while the Republicans took 27.2%, and Socialists took 22.7%. 105 These results depict that the xenophobic and hateful rhetoric being used is successful, and thus there is no motivation to change or alter the current method being employed by Marine Le Pen.

The next major terrorist attack that helped propel Marine Le Pen and the National Front forward occurred in July 2016. 85 people were killed as they celebrated Bastille Day on the streets of Nice. After this specific attack, Marine Le Pen accused the French government of severe inaction and claimed they were complacent “in the face of terror”. 106 She condemned the fact that France allowed “ISIL and their murderous ideology” to develop in their country for she

considers that “the root cause of the wave of terror attacks France has endured”. Time and time again, Marine Le Pen references Islamic Fundamentalism and after this attack explicitly called for “the fight against” it to start. This type of speech assuredly allows the spread of islamophobia to prevail and resonate with the French. Marine Le Pen’s popularity rating rising three percentage points to 27 percent is a clear indicator of this. Any future terrorist attacks that may occur will allow Marine Le Pen to become far more aggressive in her xenophobic tone, and her support amongst her followers will increase. Instead of promoting a strong France that will overcome any evil, Marine Le Pen has chosen to arouse the fear the public experiences each time a terrorist attack transpires. So far, this method has proven effective every time for either Marine Le Pen’s ratings go up, or the National Front receives higher numbers at the polls.

Inclusive of all the terrorist attacks that have occurred across France and the rest of the European Union, one can see that these events have allowed Marine Le Pen to advance her legitimacy and her ratings at the polls. She has absolutely taken the National Front to new heights, and has taken advantage of every opportunity to further her xenophobic beliefs and ideology. As a matter of fact, a recent poll taken in November saw that approximately 31% of French people believe Marine Le Pen’s “hardline stance on radical Islam would help make France a safer place and put an end to the war on terror”. Interestingly enough though, when
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the same group of people were asked what they believed was France’s biggest problem, 72% of them responded with “immigration”, as opposed to “terrorism”. 111 This proves striking for it portrays how powerful Marine Le Pen has been in using the fear brought on by terrorism to advance herself and the National Front. As France is in a continued state of emergency until late January of 2017, Marine Le Pen will continue to utilize fear tactics and fear mongering to wedge the National Front and herself as an important political actor in French and European politics.112
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE COLONGE ATTACK AND THE MEDIA IN GERMANY

While Germany has not experienced the terrorist attacks that France has, certain events involving their refugees has led to an increased backlash that the Alternative for Germany and Frauke Petry have been able to use at their advantage. Frauke Petry and her political party are adamantly against the welcoming of these refugees because it is within their beliefs that they threaten German values, they will refuse to assimilate, and they will work to spread the religion of Islam into Germany. Furthermore, Frauke Petry’s tactics go beyond targeting refugees. In fact, she has admitted to making provocative statements for the media, and has even gone after well-known figures to increase her publicity.

The first event that has caused public backlash on the incoming refugees from many Germans is the attacks on multiple women in Cologne, Germany on New Year’s Eve 2015. 113 Allegedly, “about a thousand men, described by police as mainly migrants of north African or Arab origin” began “harassing, groping” and “stripping” over 600 women.114 This massive attack called into question the idea of refugees and immigrants assimilating into the European/German society. Chancellor Angela Merkel responded by displaying “indignation about these repulsive offensives and sexual attacks” and vowed that everything would be done to “find those responsible as quickly as possible… and to punish them regardless of their origin or background”.115 To many, this was an opportunity to condemn and criticize Chancellor Merkel

for her decision to welcome so many refugees into Germany. Frauke Petry quickly took to Twitter to ask “After the wave of crimes and sexual attacks, is Germany ‘colorful and cosmopolitan’ enough for you, Frau Merkel?” 116 Adding fuel to her anti-immigrant campaign, Petry followed up by saying the attacks were the “appalling consequences of catastrophic asylum and migration policies on Germany’s everyday reality”. 117 This specific event proved to be a pivotal turning event for the Alternative for Germany as it finally put it on the political party radar. For instance, in a poll conducted by INSA (Germany’s Institute for New Social Answers), the Alternative for Germany’s approval ratings went up from 1.0% to 12.5%, while the Christian Democratic Union’s approval ratings fell to 32.5%, which was considered “an all-time low”. 118 While Frauke Petry’s statements on the events were minimal, huge numbers of people felt their government had failed them. Specifically, one German citizen (who is also an Editor of the German magazine, Tagesspiegel) claimed that “all the parties in parliament are for refugees, but at least half of the population consists of enraged citizens who feel they have no political representation”. 119 So as Frauke Petry and her political party started to take an even more

aggressive stance in their anti-immigration and xenophobic rhetoric, more people started to feel that they would be accurately represented by them.

Another example of Frauke Petry using situations to advance herself and her political agenda could be seen when she publically went after a German soccer player with a Muslim faith. Mesut Ozil, considered a “football star”, was heavily criticized for not singing Germany’s national anthem. Additionally, Frauke Petry went as far as saying that Ozil was “peddling a political Islamic agenda” in his decision to not sing the national anthem, and for his trips to Mecca.\(^{120}\) Though this move did not do much to benefit the Alternative for Germany or Frauke Petry at the polls, Petry has admitted to making outrageous and offensive comments “in order to be heard”.\(^{121}\) Petry argues that during the party’s early days they “tried very hard…to be heard with lots of very sensible thinking and arguments”, but this method didn’t let the party “get through to anyone”.\(^{122}\) Similar to the United States with Donald Trump, Frauke Petry quickly caught on that bad publicity is still publicity. Thus, while she “castigates the media for liberal bias”, Frauke Petry and the Alternative for Germany still “thrive on media attention”.\(^{123}\)

Further proof to Frauke Petry’s resistant stance towards the media is her interview on Conflict Zone with Tim Sebastian. When asked about her comments about “shooting refugees on the border as a last resort”, Petry consistently denied making such statements.\(^{124}\)
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moment in the interview occurred when an irritated Frauke Petry requested Tim Sebastian to ask her questions about how her party wants to change Germany and European Politics, as opposed to facing questions over her controversial comments. Tim Sebastian responded that he’s going to continue “to ask the questions” that he wants because “that’s what a free press does”.\textsuperscript{125} This helped fuel Frauke Petry’s biased media belief to her followers claiming that the Alternative for Germany is “not looked at in a neutral way”.\textsuperscript{126}

Frauke Petry has managed to use many circumstances involving refugees and the media to increase her legitimacy amongst her followers, and increase the Alternative for Germany’s credibility and stance on the political radar. Through the continual alienation of immigrants, her provocative statements, and her belief that the media is biased, Frauke Petry continues to increase the acceptance of her xenophobic agenda.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

Xenophobia has made great strides in the countries of France and Germany because strong political leaders have been able to carefully foster its acceptance. Through major world events like the refugee crisis and terrorist attacks, the National Front has come into great political power and influence unlike before within France and the European Union, while allowing Germany to give birth to the rise of extreme far-right political actors. While the current leaders of France and Germany still encourage the importance of unity and strength within their nations, the fear-mongering, the push for the anti-establishment and unconventional politics, and the major political reform from the far-right has proven to be a major roadblock in these ideals.

An interesting fact to make note of is that the faces of this new populist xenophobic wave full of intolerance throughout France and Germany are of women. Very often those in the political world are men, and globally “only 22.8% of all national parliamentarians” are women.  

This evidently puts women in the minority in the political world, so it is really thought-provoking and striking to see women leaders spreading such intolerant and exclusionary outlooks in regards to incoming immigrants. Marine Le Pen and Frauke Petry have become extremely prominent figures who are now associated with disdainful, biased, and bigoted rhetoric targeted at those who are from marginalized communities. It is a sad reality to see these strong and intelligent women using their power towards creating divisions and promoting fear amongst their citizens. Not only is their rhetoric ill-natured and unacceptable, it proves extremely dangerous to the liberal democracies currently in place. With the promotion of ideas like Islam

not belonging in Europe, or the insinuation that using firearms to stop incoming immigrants is okay, the expansion and protection of rights amongst people are at risk.

France and Germany face an interesting yet difficult road ahead. It is clear that this populist wave has hit not only the United States, France, and Germany, but many other Western European countries as well.\textsuperscript{128} It is evident that the success and acceptance of xenophobic ideology in one country, leads to an increase in momentum for many other countries. The election of Donald Trump in the United States appeared to make the National Front and the Alternative for Germany feel better about their own chances of achievement which reinforces the concept that such hateful rhetoric is acceptable.

Combatting these theories and principles seems difficult, but it is necessary. As mentioned before, a huge aspect of this xenophobic and populist wave is the fear mongering tactic. With this tactic, the public is fed various inaccurate facts which can be fought by “dispelling myths about migrants” and by promoting “global action in support of non-discrimination”\textsuperscript{129} It is necessary to present roadblocks in the paths of these far-right agendas and not let them go unchecked for they can cause even greater harm than we are currently witnessing. The acceptance and total disregard of Marine Le Pen and Frauke Petry’s bigotry and racist ideology will allow them to ascend to greater political power if they continue to go unchecked.

The West has been a beacon of hope for many who are either seeking refuge or a greater quality of life where they can live freely knowing there is a government in place to protect their
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newly acquired rights. So much progression has been made in key issues, and the rights of various minority groups have been expanded upon. We must continue this streak. We must continue to push and fight for inclusion, justice, and equality. Xenophobia has no right influencing politics.
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